EMPLOYEES STATE INSURANCE CORPORATION
MODEL HOSPITAL:
NACHARAM::HYDERABAD-500076
(AN ISO 9001-2000 QMS CERTIFIED HOSPITAL)
No. 522-A-10 /ESIC/MHL/NR/Tender Ambulance/2010.

Dated: 26/04/2011.

Sub: Request for Quotations for providing Wellness Van Ambulance Services ONCE A WEEK to
ESIC Model Hospital, Nacharam, Hyderabad -Reg.
***
This hospital is in need of Wellness Van Ambulances as per specifications on hire to be used as
Wellness Ambulance Van ONCE A WEEK.
The Quotations along with all the documents should be submitted in sealed covers on or
before 14-05-2011 to the under signed.
The details of specifications of the Wellness Ambulance Vans may be collected from this office
on demand.The same are available on the website of ESIC i.e. www.esic.nic.in

(B.K.SRIVASTAVA)
Joint. Director (Admn.)

SPECIFICATIONS:For Ambulance:

1. The ambulance should be in good running condition at all times and the ambulances
should be typically large automobiles on a van or light truck chasis with a maximum road
weight up to 7.5 tonnes.
2. The tenderer will get the vehicle registered as an Ambulance by appropriate authority.
The vehicle should have proper Registration Certificate, Road tax payment certificate,
Fitness, Insurance (including the Driver) and shall be in running condition roadworthy
without any trouble at all.
3. The vehicle offered should conform to the emission norms laid down by Pollution
Control Board and should posses the certificate “Pollution under Control” issued from the
concerned authority.
4. The vehicle offered for hire should be free from litigation as regards ownership is
concerned and should possess no tainted history as rash driving, negligence or violation
of traffic rule etc.
5. Good engine condition for regular use and adequate quantity of fuel should be provided
by the tenderer himself at his own cost.
6. The vehicle offered should have seats in the patient’s cabin for transporting more than
one patient.
7. The vehicle offered should not be more than 5 (Five) years old. And it should have all the
facilities/essentialities supposed to be available in a standard Ambulance:
a) Twin stretcher benefit.
b) Emergency light with hooter.
c) Hygienic washable vinyl flooring.
d) Foldable attendant and doctor seat.
e) Durable oxygen cylinder bracket with holder.
f) Exhaust fan and normal fans for patients.
g) Small drug cabinet.
h) Stand for intravenous fluid.
i) 12 volt plug point for connecting monitors.
j) Flasher light and siren.
k) First aid / Medicine box.
l) Sufficient space for transportation of serious patients with emergency medical
equipment.
For Drivers:

1. The driver engaged should have valid driving license and should be co-operative and
amiable in nature.
2. The driver should not have any past history of criminal records or Alcoholism or
Drug Addiction. At no time under the influence of intoxication while on duty.
3. The drivers employed by the tenderer/bidder shall always be ready for duty during
duty hours in the prescribed uniform.
4. The drivers employed by the tenderer/bidder shall have proper and valid driving
licenses and physical fitness certificate for driving as required by law and shall have
mental fitness and satisfy all conditions as required by APRT Authority and should
have experience of driving our wheelers.
5. The drivers employed should not be above 60 years of age.
6. The drivers employed should have First-Aid certificate.

(B.K.SRIVASTAVA)
Joint. Director (Admn.)

